
Dear President Obama: Wisdom Comes Into
Existence When the Brain is Emotionally Super
Healthy.

Wisdom is a symptom of an emotionally healthy brain. Focusing on the symptom is like focusing on

the smoke to understand the fire.

RIDGEFIELD PARK, NJ, USA, July 25, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- For thousands of years our

wisdom experts have been asking the same old question again and again, 'What is wisdom?'. The

answer after all these years is still pretty much elusive because of the very nature of wisdom.

Even when we know what is wisdom we still have to figure out how to become wise. Too much

focus is on trying to figure out wisdom and hardly any on how to become wise; when becoming

wise is what is essential. Please consider the following:

Suppose I want to create a house for myself and I keep asking 'What is a house?'. The answers I

will get are the attributes of the house. However these answers will not create a house for me.

What will start the process of creating a house is asking the question, 'What is the house made of

and how can I use this material to build the house'. It is the same with wisdom. To get the right

results what we need is to ask the questions, 'What is wisdom made from?' and 'How do we

create this entity that generates wisdom?'. The focus of researching wisdom has to shift to what

creates wisdom. 

When we put wisdom(a wise person's brain) under the microscope we do not find wisdom; all we

find is an emotionally healthy brain. An ignorant person's brain shows up as an emotionally

challenged brain. So teaching wisdom amounts to educating the emotionally unhealthy brain to

become an emotionally healthy brain. 

The question we must ask is not what is wisdom, we must ask the question, how can we make

everyone wise. How can we create an emotionally healthy brain which produces wisdom

effortlessly.

Unless our wisdom experts understand the true nature of emotional intelligence our wisdom

knowledge will remain as fuzzy as ever. Emotional intelligence at the super mature level is none

other then wisdom. Emotional intelligence exists as an integral property of the brain. By putting

emotional intelligence under the microscope what we see is the quality of the brain. We do not

see emotional intelligence; we see a physically super healthy brain that operates biochemically

producing emotionally healthy behavior. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
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It is clear that by filling the brain with knowledge of what is wisdom/emotional-intelligence we

cannot change the physical brain into producing emotional intelligence. To perfect emotional

intelligence education our aim must be to understand what we need to do to get the brain to

project wisdom. An emotionally healthy brain projects wisdom effortlessly. Thus wisdom

education is brain therapy that takes the sub-normal emotionally unhealthy brain and makes it

into a super normal emotionally healthy brain. Wisdom comes into existence when the brain is

emotionally super healthy.

This press release is also addressed to all our education leaders; including Bill Gates, Oprah

Winfrey, Google Bosses, Mark Zuckerberg, Mayor Bloomberg, Senator Kerry, Senator McCain,

Senator Menendez, soon to be Senator Booker, China leadership, Sheikha Mozah, Queen Noor,

Harry Cahill, Education Secretary, Prince Charles, Deepak Chopra and Meera Gandhi.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/160321395
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